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Abstract
Delta Lake is an open-source storage format that brings ACID transactions to big data workloads on cloud
object stores. Traditionally, there has been two kinds of data management frameworks:

● Databases that provide transactional guarantees but are not scalable in a cost-effective way
● Data lakes that provide cost-effective scalability, but limited transactional and data quality

guarantees

The Delta Lake format combines the best of both worlds for analytical workloads:

● Scales in a cost-efficient by storing data - both data and metadata scale to 10s of TBs of data
● Provides data quality guarantees - ACID transaction, schema enforcement, data constraints
● Simplifies modern workloads on ever changing data - Schema evolution when appending or

upserting data

Delta Lake allows you to store data on blob stores like HDFS, S3, Azure Data Lake, GCS, query from
many processing engines including Spark, PrestoDB, Trino, Hive, Flink, and provides APIs for Scala,
Java, Python, Rust, and Ruby. In this talk we are going to discuss:

● Architecture - Why does it scale so well?
● Features - What makes it so unique?
● Roadmap - What is in the future?
● Connector ecosystem - What can you read / write from?
● Community - How to contribute and engage?
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